Village of Sodus Point
Alternatives for Dune Walkover Structures
The beach through the numbered street section of the Village of Sodus Point varies in elevation at the
end of each street end. Some are more natural with some sand berms before reaching the beach, while
others act as funnels for wave-driven flood waters. The proposed dune construction across throughout
this neighborhood seeks to provide a level of protection from flood waters similar to or greater than
that was achieved in for the few homes that did not flood in 2019. Once constructed, the dune will
need to be allowed to grow with captured wind-borne sand and will need to be protected from foot
traffic. Considering how residents can continue to enjoy beach access across the new dune structure is
an important element of a successful project that has the potential to improve resident’s beach
experience.

Traditional Dune Walkovers
These are the common place type of walkover made of
pressure treated wood that one normally calls to mind. These
structures have been the mainstay of crossing and protecting
dunes in many coastal communities. Some have good
aesthetic quality, while most do not. One of the issues with
these fixed in place structures is that they are built to remain
in place and may deal with storm events by removing the last
stair stringers and treads. In storm events, they are often
damaged and produce debris. The cost of these structures is
high relative to other options.
Designs have not changed appreciably for this type of
walkover as shown from a popular publication from Florida
Sea Grant in 1983, now used online by FEMA.

FIGURE 1: DUNE CROSSOVER FEATURING MINIMALIST DESIGN
TO IMPROVE AESTHETICS

F IGURE 2: TYPICAL DUNE D ESIGN (F ROM B EACH DUNE WALKOVER STRUCTURE , FLORIDA SEA GRANT , 1983)

Ground Level Beach and Dune Walkways
As an alternative to elevated fixed structures, beach and dune walkways offer several
advantages. Lower cost, flexible installation, ability to remove in advance of high water or
storms, aesthetics and matching scale of the structure to the walkover/dune area. Walkovers
are flush to the ground and have the disadvantage of not allowing grasses and vegetation to
grow beneath the structure. On natural dunes, impact on vegetation may not be acceptable
with walkways. At Sodus Point, ground level structures on newly constructed dunes are
suggested.
FIGURE 3: GROUND LEVEL WALKWAY WITH STREET
END AMENITIES . T HIS IS MUCH
LARGER THAN THE PLANNED DUNE , BUT PROVIDES
AN IDEA OF A SIMPLE WALKOVER
WITH SEATING AT A SCALE THE WORKS AT STREET
ENDS .

Roll out walkways can be made of wooden boards or recycled plastic mats. Using minimal spacing these
ground level products may also provide for ADA access according to the manufacturers.

FIGURE 4: ROLL OUT WOODEN WALKWAYS ARE COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE FOR DUNE AND BEACH APPLICATIONS
(PHOTOGRAPHS FROM MR . BOARDWALK)

Custom Dune Walkover Structures

Although ground level walkovers offer cost-efficient means of crossing dunes and sand while avoiding
the aesthetic impacts and costs of elevated fixed structures, custom walkover design is an alternative
that includes improved aesthetics. Custom designs can be cost effective, include the ability to remove
sections exposed to high water and wave impacts, and provide for a neighborhood identity.

FIGURE 6: A SERIES OF CUSTOM WALKOVER STRUCTURES FEATURING AESTHETIC DESIGN AND STRUCTURAL SEGMENTS
TO BE REMOVED PRIOR TO STORMS (PHOTOGRAPHS FROM FIRST COASTAL CORPORATION )

The Village can establish a signature dune walkover structure for the beach neighborhood that
incorporates cost-effectiveness, aesthetic design matching the designed dune’s scale and street end
character, and storm resilience. The Village might consider developing such a signature walkover
through a design competition.

Maintenance Cost Outline
1. Sand Fencing
a. Seasonal installation
b. Storage
c. Repair/replacement
2. Supplemental additions
a. Sand purchase
b. Trucking and grading
3. Walkovers
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Street end amenity maintenance
Clearing sand / snow
Repair/Replacement
Seasonal installation
Storage of roll up walkovers or end stringers and tread

